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1 Approach

The Melbourne team was a collaboration of the University of Melbourne, RMIT Uni-
versity, and the Victorian Society for Computers and the Law. The approach taken was
to train a support vector machine based upon textual features using active learning.
Two sources of relevance annotations were used for different runs: the official annota-
tions, provided by the topic authorities; and annotations provided by a member of the
Melbourne team with e-discovery experience (though not legal training). We describe
the SVM method used in Section 1.1, the run using official annotations in Section 1.2,
and the run using the internal annotations in Section 1.3.

1.1 SVM classifier

Both methods used an SVM classifier with active learning. Thefeatures used were term
occurrences with binary weights. The classifier implementation used wasSVM PERF

[Joachims, 2006], optimized for error rate. Items for labelling were selected by rank-
ing documents by increasing absolute predictive value (that is, placing the document
the classifier is most uncertain about first), then samplingN from the top1000, with
probability inverse to rank. For all but the initial runs, probability of relevance was
calculated using the SVM Platt method [Platt, 1999].

1.2 Official annotations

The runs using official annotations are taggedcls. These runs were developed for all
three topics. The initial set of documents to obtain annotations for was obtained by
extracted keywords from the topic descriptions and runningthem as keywords under
the Lucene search engine, using default settings. These runs constituted the initial
submissions, with probability of relevance assigned by scaling from 1.0 down to0.0.
The top50 documents of these runs were submitted to request the initial assessments.
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Topic Best Median Worst cls lrn

401 58.8% 28.0% 8.8% 14.3% 23.1%
402 58.8% 13.1% 2.3% 4.6% n/a
403 72.0% 14.2% 3.1% 3.1% n/a

Table 1: Best, median, and worst hypothetical F1 scores, andthe scores achieved by
the final Melbourne runs.

1.3 Internal annotations

The runs using internal annotations are taggedlrn. This run was only developed for
Topic 401. The annotator interactively developed a small set of Boolean queries; these
were sampled and annotated to form the initial learning data. Active learning then
proceeded as for the official annotation run (Section 1.2), except that annotations were
sought from the internal annotator, rather than the officialrun.

2 Results

The interim results of the Melbourne runs are compared with the officially reported
interim best, median, and worst runs in Table 1. The Melbourne runs came below
median for all topics, and thecls run scored worst for Topic 403.
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